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1.  Function-argument structure in natural language 

1.1. Function-argument application as basic semantic ‘glue’ 
The Fregean principle of compositionality, that the meaning of any complex expression is a 
function of the meanings of its parts and of the way they are syntactically combined, was 
central to Montague’s theory and remains central in formal semantics. Montague’s type 
theory introduced to linguists Frege’s strategy of taking function-argument application as the 
basic “semantic glue” for combining meanings, and gave new significance to categorial 
grammar (Bach et al. 1987). 

We have already seen some examples of natural language expressions interpreted as 
functions – we interpreted the determiners a and the as functions in our mini-fragments of 
Lectures 4 and 6. Now let’s introduce type theory explicitly, including two basic types and a 
recursive definition of functional types. 

Types: 
Basic types:  e (entities), t (truth values) 
Functional types:  If a,b are types, then <a,b> (equivalently: a → b) is a type. 

The functional type <a,b>, or a → b, is the type of functions from a-type things to b-
type things. 

 

Note: We use interchangeably the two notations <a,b> and a → b, both of which are 
common in the literature. 

We already seen many examples of expressions of the type <e,t>, or e → t, the type of one-
place predicates. In order to view this type as a functional type, we should interpret a one-
place predicate like student, carnivorous, walks not as directly denoting a set of individuals, 
but as denoting a characteristic function of a set of individuals. For the notion of 
characteristic function of a set, review the handout “Basics of Set Theory”. In brief, for any 
set S which is a subset of some ‘universe’ (or ‘domain’) D, the characteristic function fS of S 
is the following function on the domain D: 

 fS (x)  =  1  if  x ∈  S 

 fS (x)  =  0  if  x ∉   S,  (or equivalently, since the universe is D: fS (x)  =  0 if x ∈  D – S.) 
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Note about sets and their characteristic functions:  The two notions are interdefinable – 
they can be viewed as two ways of talking about the same thing. So we can still say that one-
place predicates denote sets; we are just formalizing it differently, making use of the 
characteristic functions of sets so that all we can follow Frege and Montague and the Polish 
logicians who invented categorial grammar in saying that function-argument application is 
the most basic operation used in semantic composition for natural language. 

 

Frege: saturated and unsaturated expressions. 
Frege viewed names and sentences as the two kinds of linguistic expressions that are 
“saturated”, i.e. “complete”, and all other kinds of linguistic expressions as “unsaturated”, i.e. 
as needed something else to combine with in order to form a semantically complete, or 
“saturated”, expression. “Unsaturated expressions” can all be understood as denoting 
functions of one kind or another.  

 

Domains of denotations of expressions of various types: 
Given a domain of entities D and the two truth values 0 and 1: 

An expression of type e denotes an element of D. 

 We say:  De = D  (Read this: The domain of semantic values of type e is D.) 

An expression of type t denotes an element of {0,1}. 

 We say:  Dt = {0,1} : The domain of semantic values of type t is {0,1}. 

An expression of type a → b denotes a function from Da to Db. 

 We say: Da → b = the set of functions from Da to Db.  
 

1.1. Illustrations of types and function-argument application for English 
1. Type e → t as a functional type. 
In lecture 6 we gave the following semantic interpretation rule, assuming that S, NP, VP 
correspond to semantic types t, e, and e → t, respectively. 

S  →  NP VP:   ||S|| = 1 iff ||NP|| ∈  ||VP|| 
 

Now that we are interpreting e → t expressions as denoting characteristic functions, we 
reinterpret the VP as denoting a function that applies to an e-type subject to give a truth-
value: 
  ||S|| = ||NP|| (||VP||) 
 
Note that this gives exactly the same result as before: if the NP denotation is a member of the 
set corresponding to the VP, then the characteristic function now denoted by the VP will give 
the value 1 when applied to the entity denoted by the NP. 
 
2.  A type for transitive verbs 
 
Syntactically, a transitive verb combines with its object to make a VP, and we want the 
semantic composition to proceed according to the syntactic structure. We can do that.  
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|| loves || in the fragment of Lecture 6:  a set of ordered pairs, for instance: {<John, Mary>, 
<Mary, Bill>, <Bill, Bill>.}  (John loves Mary, Mary loves Bill, Bill loves Bill.) 
 

Let see how to analyze ||loves|| as a function (it will turn out to be of type e → (e → t ) ) 
which applies to the entity denoted by the object NP and gives us an e → t function as result, 
i.e. a suitable VP meaning.  
 
Let’s work backwards from the results we want to get for the S and the VP in order to figure 
out what the meaning of the TV loves should be.  
 
First we need to figure out the types. We already know the types for S, NP, and VP. To figure 
out the type for TV, we use the fact that function-argument application always involves the 
application of a function of type <a,b> to an argument of type a to give a result (a ‘value’) of 
type b.  

We’ll use the whiteboard to arrive at the following types for the nodes in the tree. 
                  S  : t 
    3 
               NP : e        VP : <e,t> 
    3 
               TV : <e,<e,t>>      NP : e  
 
Then, using the example of loves, let’s work out its interpretation as a function, given its first-
order predicate logic interpretation as a 2-place relation. 
 
  --- Whiteboard --- 
Result: 
 

|| loves || =   that function f of type e → (e → t )  such that:  

 f (||Mary||) =  the characteristic function of {John} 
 f(||Bill||)  =    the characteristic function of {Mary, Bill} 
 f(||John||)  = the characteristic function of ∅  
 

For practice at home, you should work out the semantic interpretation of Mary loves John 
according to these semantic types and these functions, and make sure you end up with the 
value 0. At each binary branching node in the tree, the compositional interpretation involves 
function-argument application.  

3.  The as a function 
Exercise for the class: given what we said before about the semantics of the definite article, 
what should we say is its semantic type? (Ignore the fact that it is sometimes “undefined”; 
just think about the cases for which it’s defined, like the king in a situation in which there is 
one and only one king.)                 NP 
 How to think about it:                3 
 (i) What is the type of the CNP argument ||king||?      Det      CNP 
 (ii) What is the type of the NP value ||the king||?       the       king    
 (iii)  If the argument is type a, and the value is type b, then the function is of type a → b.  
So what is the type of the function ||the||? 
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4. NPs as generalized quantifiers –preview. 
Recall what we said earlier about the limitations of using first-order predicate logic for trying 
to do semantics of natural language compositionally based on independently motivated 
assumptions about natural language syntax. 

Where in the formula below is the meaning of every student? 
 
(1) a.  ∀ x ( Student (x) → Walk (x)) 
 
Answer: it’s all the underlined parts, that is, everything except the predicate “Walk”! 
 
 b.   ∀ x ( Student (x) → Walk (x)) 
 
It’s not a constituent in the logical formula, although it is a constituent in the English 
sentence. Predicate logic helps us express the truth-conditional content of these English 
sentences, but it does not capture the structure of such English sentences. 
 
Consider the following sentences and their structures: English on the left, PC on the right: 
 
     English        Predicate Calculus 
 
(2) a.  S      S (Formula) 
      3         3 
    NP  VP    Pred  Term 
        |            5       |      | 
  John  walks          Walk          John 

  John walks.     Walk (John)   
 
 b.  S      S 
      3         3 
    NP  VP    Quant  S 
    3     5       ∀ x      9 
 Det         N walks     S → S  
   |  |          2         2  
 every       student     Pred-1      x    Pred-1       x 
           |          | 
        student        walk 

 Every student walks.     (∀ x)(student (x) → walk(x)) 
 

For (2a), predicate logic is consistent with what we’ve said so far about using function-
argument application as our semantic ‘glue’ in building up semantic values compositionally; 
we know what types to assign to the categories in the syntactic tree of (2a) to match the 
structure we see in the predicate logic formula on the right. The predicate is interpreted as a 
function of type e → t, and the term as its argument, of type e. So functional application gives 
us a truth value as the semantic value of the sentence. 
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But for (2b), the predicate logic translation has an entirely different structure. Is it possible to 
interpret the given English syntactic structure compositionally? Yes, thanks to Montague’s 
innovations. 

The richness of Montague’s logic (Montague 1970a) was crucial for the possibility of a 
compositional semantic interpretation of independently motivated syntactic structure. This 
was well illustrated in PTQ (Montague 1973), where a typed higher-order logic made it 
possible to interpret NPs like every man, the man, a man, no man uniformly as semantic 
constituents (“generalized quantifiers”), an idea simultaneously advocated by (Lewis 1970).  

You’ve already seen the core of the idea reported in Larson (1995):  

Step 1: Determiner meanings can be analyzed as relations between sets. E.g. Every P Q can 
means P is a subset of Q, so every can be taken to express the subset relation.  

That is, we treat determiners “as if” the compositional structure were:    S 
                   9 
                     Det CNP VP 

Step 2: In order to fit the binary branching structure, we can reanalyze those relations just as 
we reanalyzed transitive verb relations. The determiner can be reanalyzed as denoting a 
function which apply to one set (the interpretation of the CNP)  to give a function from sets to 
truth values, the characteristic function of a set of sets (the interpretation of the NP). 

--- at the whiteboard, let’s work through the corresponding types to be assigned at each node, 
so we can see how function-argument application will apply. 

….    Whiteboard … 

Before we try to do very many real examples involving complex functions like the ones that 
determiners denote, we will need the tools of the lambda calculus. The lambda calculus was 
invented by Alonzo Church (Church 1940) to give a systematic way to represent functions, 
function-argument application, and the building up of complex functions which may take 
functions as arguments and give functions as values. Suggested further readings for more 
background: (Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet 1990, Gamut 1991, Heim and Kratzer 1998, 
Partee et al. 1990, Partee 1996, Partee 2006, Partee 1997). 

 

2. Lambdas 
2.1. A first-order part of the lambda-calculus. 
 To begin looking at the lambda calculus, we will start with just a “first-order” part of 
it, as if we were just adding a bit of the lambda calculus to the predicate calculus rules from 
Lecture 1. Then in section 2.2. we will look at the fully typed lambda calculus as given in 
Montague’s Intensional Logic. 
 
Lambda-abstraction rule, first version.  
 λ-abstraction applies to formulas to make predicates.  This extends PC in a way that 
allows us to represent more complex Common Noun Phrases, Adjective Phrases, some Verb 
Phrases. For some other categories we will need the full version of the λ-abstraction rule. 
 
R9:  If  ϕ ∈  Form and v is a variable, then λv[ϕ] ∈  Pred-1. 
S9: ›λv[ϕ]M, g is the set S of all d ∈  D such that  || ϕ ||M, g [d/v] = 1. 
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Note: Here, following predicate logic, we speak of sets again as the denotation of 1-place 
predicates. But in the full lambda calculus in 2.2, we will again interpret sets as characteristic 
functions. Since there is a 1-to-1 correspondence between sets and their characteristic 
functions, we can switch freely between “set-talk” and “characteristic function-talk”. 
 
Examples.  For all examples, assume that we start with an assignment g such that g(v) = John 
for all v.  In most of the examples below, the choice of initial assignment makes no 
difference. And assume that I(b) = Bill, I(m) = Mary. 
 
 (i) ›|| λx[run(x)] ||M, g =  the set of  all individuals that run. 
 
(ii) ›|| λx[love(x, b)] ||M, g =  the set of  all individuals that love || b ||M, g[d/x], i.e. I(b), i.e. Bill. 
 
(iii) ›|| λx[love(x, y)] ||M, g =  the set of  all individuals that love || y ||M, g[d/x] , i.e. g(y), i.e. John. 
 
(iv) ›|| λx[fish (x) & love(x, b)] ||M, g =  the set of  all fish that love Bill. 
 
(v)  to represent “walks and talks”: λy[(walk (y) & talk(y))] 
 
(vi) to represent “Mary walks and talks” with constituents that correspond to surface syntax: 
  λy[(walk (y) & talk(y))] (m) 
 
 
 Syntactic Structure of the formula in (vi): 
 
    Form 
          3 
          Pred-1      Term 
      3         | 
    λy       Form        m 
     9 
          Form      &     Form 
 
By  λ-conversion (see below), the formula in (vi) is equivalent to (walk(m) & talk(m)). 
 
(vii) to represent the CNP “man who loves Mary”: 

         Syntactic structure:      CNP 
                3 
           CNP     REL:  who loves Mary 
              |          | 
            man         S:  z loves Mary 
 
Rule for combining  CNP and REL: λy[CNP’(y) & REL’(y)]   (combining “translations”) 
 
Compositional translation of the syntactic structure above into λ-calculus:    (read bottom-to-
top) 
  λy[man(y) & λz[love (z,m)] (y)] 
       3 
   man        λz[love (z,m)] 
      |      | 
   man  love (z, m) 
 
By λ-conversion (see below), the top line is equivalent to: λy[man(y) & love (y,m)] 
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2.2. The typed lambda calculus. 
The full version of the typed lambda calculus fits into Montague’s intensional logic with its 
type theory. The parts we will use the most will be the type theory, the lambda calculus (Rule 
λ), and the rule of “functional application” (Rule FA). Montague’s intensional logic includes 
the predicate calculus as a subpart, but not restricted to first-order: we can quantify over 
variables of any type. 

 
Lambda-abstraction, full version.  
 
In general: λ-expressions denote functions.  
λv[α]  denotes a function whose argument is represented by the variable v and whose value 
for any given value of v is specified by the expression α. 
 
Example: λx[x2 + 1] denotes the function  x →  x2 + 1. 
                Function-argument application: λx[x2 + 1] (5)   =   26 
 
λ-expressions provide explicit specification of the functions they name, unlike arbitrary 
names like f, g. (The λ-calculus was invented by the logician Alonzo Church. The 
programming language LISP, invented by John McCarthy, was modelled on the λ-calculus.) 
 
Syntactic and Semantic Rule λ: 
Syn. Rule λ:  If  α is an expression of any type a and v is a variable of  type b, then λv[α] is 
an expression of type b →  a (the type of functions from b-type things to a-type things.) 
Sem. Rule λ:  || λv[α]||M, g is that function f of type b → a such that for any object d of type b,  
 f(d) = || α ||M, g[d/v]. 
           
Lambda-conversion:  A principle concerning the application of  λ-expressions to arguments. 
 
Examples:  λx[x2 + 1] (5)   =   52 + 1   =   26 
  λx[run(x)](b)   ≡   run(b) 
  λy[(walk(y) & talk(y))] (m)    ≡    (walk(m) & talk(m)) 
  λz[love (z,m)] (y)    ≡    love (y,m) 
 

 Lambda-conversion Rule: λv[α](β)   ≡   α′  ,  where α′  is like α but with every free 
occurrence of v replaced by β. 

     (Note: Occurrences of v that are free in α are bound by λv in λv[α].) 
The lambda-conversion rule is not a separate “stipulation”, but follows from the syntax and 

semantics of the lambda abstraction rule and the function-argument application rule 
below. 

 
Function-argument application rule, syntax and semantics: 
Syntactic Rule FA: If α ∈  ME<a,b> and β ∈  MEa, then α(β) ∈  MEb. 
Semantic Rule FA: ||α(β)||M,w,g = ||α||M,w,g (||β||M,w,g) 
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3. Noun Phrases as Generalized Quantifiers 

3.1. Semantics via direct model-theoretic interpretation of English. 
In the fragments in Lectures 4 and 6, we used a mixture of direct model-theoretic 
interpretation of English, and interpretation via translation. Both ways of doing semantics can 
be compositional (or not); and interpretation via translation can also lead to truth-conditions 
as long as the “translation language” (usually some logical language) itself is given a model-
theoretic semantics. (Pictures on the whiteboard may help.) Montague used both ways in his 
fragments of English: direct model-theoretic interpretation in (Montague 1970b, Montague 
1970c) and interpretation via translation into his own Intensional Logic in (Montague 1973). 
Montague was not a linguist and was not concerned with the question of “psychological 
reality” of the semantics he proposed, but only with its adequacy for capturing truth 
conditions and entailment relations – that is challenging enough! But linguists continue to 
debate whether a “psychologically real” semantics should involve an intermediate language 
of ‘semantic representation’ or not, and if so, what its properties should be.  

3.2. Semantics via translation from English into a logical language. 
 
Indicated below by translations of English expressions into the λ-calculus. P is a variable 
ranging over sets, i.e. a predicate variable. (In full Montague grammar with intensionality, the 
analysis uses variables over properties, so sometimes in discussion in class, we talk as though 
P were a variable over properties.)  
  
John   λP[P(j)] 
John walks  λP[P(j)] (walk)   ≡   walk (j) 
every student  λP[∀ x ( student(x) →  P(x) )] 
every student walks λP[∀ x ( student(x) →  P(x) )] (walk)   ≡  ∀ x( student(x) →  walk(x) ) 
a student  λP[∃ x ( student(x) & P(x) )] 
the king  λP[∃ x ( king(x) & ∀ y ( king(y) →  y = x) & P(x) )]  
   (the set of properties which the one and only king has) 
 

3.3. Examples. 
 (1)  From our earlier fragments:  ProperN of type e, combining with VP of type e → t, to 
give S, of type t.     TR(John walks) =   walk(j)   
 ║walk║ =  (the characteristic function of) the set of entities that walk. 
 

(2)  NP of type (e → t) → t, combining with VP of type e → t, to give S, of type t. 
 TR(every man) =  λP∀ x[man(x) → P(x)]                   type: (e → t) → t 
 TR(walks)  =  walk               type: e → t  
 TR(every man walks) = λP∀ x[man(x) → P(x)] (walk)       type: t 
    =  ∀ x[man(x) → walk(x)] 
 
 
A few more examples involving NPs and Determiners.  
Determiner meanings: (We’ll do more with NPs and Determiners in later lectures.) 
Relations between sets (review Larson 1995), or functions which apply to one set (the 
interpretation of the CNP)  to give a function from sets to truth values, or equivalently, a set 
of sets (the interpretation of the NP). 
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Typical case:       S 
             3 
       NP      VP 
          3 
     DET      CNP 
 
CNP:   type  e → t 
VP:    type  e → t 
DET:  interpreted as a function which applies to CNP meaning to give a generalized 
quantifier, which is a function which applies to VP meaning to give Sentence meaning 
(extension: truth value).   type: (e→t)→ ((e→t)→ t) 
NP:   type  (e→t)→ t 
 
Sometimes it is simpler to think about DET meanings in relational terms, as a relation 
between a CNP-type meaning and a VP-type meaning, using the equivalence between a 
function that takes a pair of arguments and a function that takes two arguments one at a time. 
 
Every:   as a relation between sets A and B  (“Every A B”):   A ⊆  B 
Some, a:  A ∩ B ≠ ∅  . 
No:  A ∩ B = ∅  . 
Most (not first-order expressible):  | A ∩ B | >  |A - B|. 
 
Determiners as functions:  
Every:  takes as argument a set A and gives as result {B| A ⊆  B}: the set of all sets that 
contain A as a subset.  Equivalently: ║Every║(A)  =  {B| ∀ x ( x ∈  A  →  x ∈  B)} 
 
In terms of the lambda-calculus, with the variable Q playing the role of the argument A and 
the variable P playing the role of B: TR(every) =  λQ[λP[∀ x ( Q(x) →  P(x) )]] 
 
Some, a:  takes as argument a set A and gives as result {B| A ∩ B ≠ ∅  }. 
 TR(a)  =  λQ[λP[∃ x ( Q(x) & P(x) )]] 
 
Example: 
 
(3) Every  violinist is happy   (with GQ-type subject)  
 TR(every violinist) = λP∀ x[violinist (x) → P(x)]  type (e → t) → t 
 TR(is happy) = happy   type e → t 
 TR(every violinist is happy)  = λP∀ x[violinist (x) → P(x)](happy)  
     =  ∀ x[violinist (x) → happy(x)]  
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Homework # 4, due March 20 
Do at least problems 1 and 2. 2 pages should be enough; 4 pages maximum.  There is an extra 
page of “homework help” for this homework. First try to do it without looking at the help, 
then look at the help, and then try it again if you did it wrong the first time. Send me 
questions by e-mail if you want, or come see me. Optional extra problems, if you are able to 
do more: 3-5.  We’ll discuss these problems and their answers next Wednesday, March 22. 
 
 
1. (a) Write down the translation into the λ-calculus of “A student walks and talks”. This 
handout already shows the translations of “a student” (p.8) and “walks and talks” (p.5). Put 
them together by  “function-argument application”. 
    (b) Apply λ-conversion to simplify the formula. There will be two applications, and the 
resulting formula should have no λ‘s. 
    (c) Write down the translation of “A student walks and a student talks”; simplify by λ-
conversion. 
    (d) The two formulas (if you did parts (a-c) correctly) are not equivalent. Describe a 
situation (a model) in which one of them is true and the other one is false. 
 
2. In the predicate calculus, the sentence “No student talks” can be represented as follows: 
 ¬∃ x [student(x) & talk(x)] or equivalently as ∀ x[student(x) → ¬talk(x)] 
But in the predicate calculus, there is no way to represent the meaning of the NP “no 
student”.  Using the λ-calculus in the way illustrated above for the NPs “every student”, “a 
student”, “the king”, write down a translation for the NP “no student”. (There are two 
logically equivalent correct answers; write down either or both.) 
 
Additional questions, optional.  
 
3. Write out the semantic derivation of John walks two ways, once using Montague’s 
generalized quantifier interpretation of John, once using the type-e interpretation of John. 
 
4. Write the translation for every, by abstracting on the CNP in the given translation of every 
man. Hint: the translation of every, like that of every DET, should begin with λQ, where Q is a 
variable of type e → t, the type of the CNP with which the DET “wants to” combine. 
 
5. Work out the translation, using lambda-conversion for simplification of results, of the 
following. Always apply lambda-conversion as soon as it is applicable, so that the formulas 
do not become more complex than necessary. 
  Every violinist who loves Prokofiev is happy. 
 
Helpful strategy: Draw a syntactic tree first to guide yourself through the relevant part-whole 
structure. Remember our earlier discussion about where restrictive relative clauses attach and 
how they combine semantically with noun. Review further examples in this handout. 
 
When you do homework, feel free to write questions on your homework paper. 
================================================================= 
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HELP FOR HOMEWORK #4 
Help with Problem 1. Instead of giving an answer, here is an answer to a similar problem, 
which we’ll call Problem 1*. 
 
Problem 1*. (a) Write down the translation into the λ-calculus of “Every student walks and 
talks”. The handout already shows the translations of every student and walks and talks. Just 
put them together by function-argument application. 
    (b) Apply λ-conversion to simplify the formula. There will be two applications, and the 
resulting formula should have no λ‘s. 
    (c) Write down the translation of “Every student walks and every student talks”; simplify 
by λ-conversion. 
    (d) Are the two formulas equivalent? Give an argument. 
 
Answer. 
(1*) (a) every student : λP[∀ x ( student(x) →  P(x) )] 
           walks and talks: λy[(walk (y) & talk(y))] 
           every student walks and talks: λP[∀ x (student(x) → P(x))] (λy[(walk (y) & talk(y))]) 
        
       (b) Simplify the expression by two applications of λ-conversion. 
 Step 1: λP[∀ x (student(x) → P(x))] (λy[(Walk (y) & Talk(y))])  ≡ 
   ∀ x (student(x) → λy[(Walk (y) & Talk(y))] (x)) 
 Step 2: ∀ x (student(x) → λy[(walk (y) & talk(y))] (x)) ≡ 
   ∀ x (student(x) → (walk (x) & talk(x))) 
 
 (c)  Every student walks and every student talks: 
 λP[∀ x ( student(x) →  P(x) )] (walk) &  λP[∀ x ( student(x) →  P(x) )] (talk) 
 ≡  ∀ x ( student(x) →  walk(x)) & ∀ x ( student(x) →  talk(x) )  

It doesn’t matter whether the same variable x is used in both formulas or not; this is 
equivalent to: ∀ x ( student(x) →  walk(x)) & ∀ y ( student(y) →  talk(y) )    

 
 (d) Use first-order predicate logic to argue that the last formula in (b) and the last 
formulas in (c) are equivalent.  Both formulas require that every student have both properties. 
 
Note:  If two formulas ARE equivalent, you should use what you know about predicate logic 
to try to prove the equivalence (an informal argument is ok). If two formulas are NOT 
equivalent, then you should construct a model (sometimes a very small model with just two 
entities is enough) in which one of the formulas is true and the other one is false: that’s 
always the best and simplest way to show non-equivalence. 
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